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ABSTRACT 

 

Nowadays, robotics is a quickly developing field. A mechanism may be a robot that performs physical tasks, 

using human supervision and management. Many robots are designed to do dangerous work those are not 

possibly done by humans directly. One of them that's very popular is the robot arm. This paper aims at 

developing a system wherever a surgical robot is meant, whose movement will be controlled using different hand 

gestures, created employing a wearable glove. Robot-Assisted Minimally Invasive Surgery (RMIS) is currently 

well established in clinical application as a way of enhancing surgical instrumentation and bioengineering 

concerning standard laparoscopic approaches. Surgical specializations like medical specialty and medicine had 

driven the adoption of RMIS, however, diffusion of the robotic approach is increasing as hospitals become 

equipped with surgical robotic systems. This technique aims at developing such a system wherever a surgical 

robotic mechanism is meant whose movement will be controlled by a different hand gesture, created employing a 

wearable glove. The device is connected to IoT therefore the system will be controlled from anywhere around the 

globe. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

This paper aims at developing a system where a surgical robot is designed whose movement can be controlled using 

different hand gestures, made using a wearable glove. The device is connected to the internet and hence can be 

controlled from anywhere around the globe. 

 

Doctors assigned to the surgery often find it difficult to reach from a long distance on time. By then, the patient has 

a chance to become a critical condition. Similarly, during humanoid surgery, there is a risk of seizures due to 

negligence. This can lead to over bleeding and other infections. Not all hospitals have the facilities required for the 

patient's health condition, so they have difficulty depending upon remote doctors and facilities. 

 

So this work proposed an IoT-based hand gesture using the surgical robotic arm. These systems have the potential 

to boost the effectiveness of surgeries. Three major advances power-assisted by surgical robots are remote surgery, 

minimally invasive surgery, and unmanned surgery. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

[1] Design and implementation of a voice-controlled prosthetic hand:  Current hand prostheses area units are 

largely driven by diagnostic technique (EMG) signal, and existing experiments have proven that multi-channel 

electromyogram signal controls aren't appropriate because of early fatigue issues and high effort necessities to 

perform even straightforward activities. Therefore, this study tends to gift a replacement voice-controlled active 

hand restorative to perform many basic tasks. This paper has 1st designed a unique multi-fingered prosthetic hand 

with the power of reading and cathartic objects. The prosthetic hand employs three DC motors and gears to transfer 

motion to the joined elements of the fingers. And used versatile thin-film resistive force sensors at the fingertips of 

the prosthetic hand to regulate the grip force at the fingers. The second part of the study involves the utilization of 

speech recognition to regulate the prosthetic hand. The negative feedback circuit that tends to be designed consists 

of an associate degree HM2007 speech recognition IC and a PIC microcontroller to drive the DC motors moving 
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the fingers. Also enforced each prosthetic hand and its speech recognition-based management natural philosophy. 

As of now,  have programmed the management hardware to acknowledge straightforward obtain and unleash 

operations and have successfully tested them in an exceedingly future study and will embrace a lot of voice 

commands for the operation of the hand, like sensible handshaking, also improve the cosmetics of the hand to 

create it look a lot of natural. 

 

[2] Humanoid Robot Hand and its Applied Research: Humanoid mechanism hands square measure expected to 

exchange human hands within the deft manipulation of objects. This paper presents a review of robot mechanism 

hand analysis and development. robot hands also are applied to multi-fingered exteroception interfaces, hand 

rehabilitation support systems, sEMG prosthetic hands, etc. The developed application systems in our cluster square 

measure concisely introduced. 

 

Future robots can execute numerous sophisticated tasks supported by directions received from human users. These 

robots are going to be equipped with anthropomorphous robotic hands very like the human hand. The robots will 

eventually succeed in human labor within the execution of intricate and dangerous tasks in areas like manufacturing 

and area and deep ocean exploration. 

 

[3] Development of Myoelectric Robotic/Prosthetic Hands with Cybernetic Control at the Biological Systems 

Engineering Laboratory, Hiroshima University: This review introduces our developed robotic/prosthetic hands 

and explains the myoelectric management of the robotic hand with five fingers, which is predicated on muscle 

synergism and a motion generation model to comprehend a “human-like” robotic hand, it's necessary to totally 

perceive the inherent options of human similarly as machine and take a complementary approach with hardware 

that comes with advanced engineering technology and code that's compatible with a living body. 

 

[4] Control of Low Cost Customizable Robot Arm Actuated by Elastic Tendons:  This paper presents an 

inexpensive, lightweight mechanism arm with terribly low stiffness motivated by elastic tendons. To simplify string 

tension management, a brand new winding device was developed. little pulleys were incorporated into the winding 

drum to scale back friction between the tendon and therefore the drum. A marionette-style two-link robot arm with 

compliant joints was prototyped. Because the arm and winding devices were cut loose from each other, the value 

and weight of the mechanism were reduced. The links are created with lightweight wood connected by 

straightforward shaft joints. The mechanism style will be simply changed by the user as a result the mechanical 

parts don't need high machining accuracy. This robot is meant for implementation in tasks that do not need high 

positioning accuracy employing straightforward force management beneath environmental constraints. Because of 

its low stiffness, straightforward and sensorless force control is often simply enforced supported the relationship 

between forces beneath static conditions. The proposed straightforward management technique was evaluated 

experimentally by conducting position, static force, and hybrid position/force management tasks and was shown to 

perform well. The results conjointly demonstrate that employing extra sensors, like a camera, improves the 

accuracy of the controller. 

  

[5] Prosthetic Hand Control Using Speech and sEMG:  Humanoid golem hands are expected to switch human 

hands within the deft manipulation of objects. This paper presents a review of android golem hand analysis and 

development. android hands are applied to multi-fingered perception interfaces, hand rehabilitation support 

systems, sEMG prosthetic hands, etc. The developed application systems in our cluster are shortly introduced. 

 

[6] Development of robots for Rehabilitation therapy:  This paper presents a unique force device to observe the 

distal force of connective Tissue Sheath Mechanisms (TSMs) in versatile endoscopic surgical robots. The paper 

proposes to live the compression force on the sheath at the distal finish so that the stress force on the connective 

tissue, which equals the compression force on the sheath, is often obtained. With this approach, a brand new force 

device made from a 1mm Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) connected to a 3mm long nitinol tube was developed to live 

the compression force exerted on the sheath. Mechanics analysis and verification tests were conducted to 

characterize the connection between tension and compression on a TSM. Force calibrations, physical phenomenon 

study, and temperature compensation verification tests on the device were applied. The force device encompasses a 

measuring error of 0.178 N and a sensitivity of 34.14 pm/N. Applications of the device in a TSM-driven robotic 

grasper and a connective tissue-driven time robot were incontestable. This force device has salient. 

 

The advantages of this system are: it's little, structurally straightforward, electrically passive, temperature 

compensated, simple to assemble and destruct, flexible, and biocompatible. This projected approach with the new 

force device also can be applied to each TSM-driven system and tendon-driven systems like robotic fingers/hands, 

wearable devices, surgical catheters, and rehabilitation devices. Index Terms tactual Force Sensing, Fiber Bragg 

Gratings, Tendon-Sheath Mechanisms, scrutiny Surgical Robots. 
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[7]  Universal haptic drive : a robot for arm and wrist rehabilitation:  This paper proposed to gift a Universal 

Tactile Drive (UHD), a tool that permits rehabilitation of either arm ("ARM" mode) or gliding joint ("WRIST" 

mode) movement in 2 degrees-of-freedom. The mode of coaching depends on the chosen mechanical configuration, 

which depends on the locking/unlocking of a passive coupler. exploit of the device is accomplished by utilizing a 

series elastic exploit principle, that permits the use of ready-to-wear mechanical and exploit parts. A proportional 

force management theme, required for the implementation of resistance management based mostly on movement 

coaching, was enforced. The device performance in terms of realizable lower and boundary of viable resistance 

vary was evaluated through adequately chosen curving movement in eight directions of a placoid movement for the 

"ARM" mode and eight directions of a combined gliding joint flexion/extension and forearm pronation/supination 

movement for the "WRIST" mode. in addition, the quality of the universal tactile drive for movement coaching was 

tested in a very series of coaching sessions conducted with a chronic stroke subject. The results have shown that 

reliable and repeatable performance is achieved in each mode of operation for all tested directions. 

 

[8] Development of novel 3D-Printed robotic prosthetic for transradial amputees:  Background and aim: 

higher extremity myoelectric prostheses area unit pricy. The Robohand incontestable that three-dimensional 

printing reduces the value of a prosthetic extremity. The goal of this project was to develop a unique, cheap three-

dimensional written corrective to deal with the limitations of the Robohand. 

 

Technique: The corrective was designed for patients with trans-radial limb amputation. It's shoulder-controlled 

Associate in Nursingd outwardly battery-powered with a human terminal device. The user will open and shut all 

five fingers, and move the thumb severally. The calculable value is US$300. 

 

Discussion: once testing on a patient with a traumatic trans-radial amputation, many benefits were noted. The 

freelance thumb movement expedited the object to grasp, the device weighed but most outwardly battery-powered 

prostheses, and also the size was simply ascendible. Limitations of the new prosthetic embrace low grip strength 

and weakened sturdiness compared to passive medicine. 

 

Clinical relevance: most kids with a trans-radial non-inheritable or traumatic amputation don't use a prosthetic. A 

three-dimensional written shoulder-controlled robotic corrective provides a price effective, simply sized, 

antecedently unavailable, and extremely practical choice. 

  

[9] Robotic Arm Control Using Gesture and Voice:  Human-robot voice interface features a key role in several 

application fields. The hand gesture may be a natural type of human interaction and may be used effectively in 

Human pc Interaction (HCI). during this paper, propose a "Human Machine Interfacing Device" utilizing hand 

gestures to speak with computer and alternative embedded systems acting as an intercessor to an appliance. 

Developments in the field of communication have enabled pc commands to be executed using hand gestures. This 

paper discusses hand glove-based techniques that use sensors to live the positions of the fingers and also the 

position of the hand at a time. Interaction exploitation gesture technology for effective communication empowers 

the physically challenged to act with machines and computing devices together with 3-D graphic interactions and 

simulations. And also focuses on wireless information gloves that square measure projected to be used for gesture 

recognition and consequently, automaton movement can present itself. 

 

[10] Flex Sensor Based Robotic Arm Controller Using Micro Controller: Sensor plays a very important role in 

robotics. Sensors are used to measure and verify the present state of the system. Robotic applications demand 

sensors with high degrees of repeatability, precision, and dependableness. Flex detector is such a tool, that 

accomplishes the top of task with a good degree of accuracy. The choose and place operation of the AI arm is with 

efficient controlled mistreatment small controller programming. This designed work is an academic primarily based 

thought as robotic management is an exciting and high challenge analysis in recent years. 

 

[11] Gesture Controlled Robotic Surgical Arm: This analysis paper primarily focuses on Arduino controlled 

robot arm that transforms the present medical procedure operated by a doctor. With exponential population growth 

and a hand full of experts at corners of the globe, this robot arm is a substitute for those consultants in their 

proximity. Albeit this contemporary tech-savvy world desires associate degree expertized bit while not distance 

being a significant constraint. The fine exactness within the finger movements area unit is detected by the 

Accelerometric sensing element and flex sensing element whose actions area unit is replicated by servos. Myriad 

evolution in robotic surgery succeeding the pioneer wildcat 360, Medical help would be of user-friendly mechanism 

with force prediction rule. therefore the implementation of this paper could push the boundaries of technologies still 

wider and greater. 

 

[12] Compliance Control of a Humanoid Arm Based on Force Feedback: Humanoid robots are expected to 

require a vital role in human daily environments like offices, homes, and hospitals. the flexibleness of the robot 

motion could be an elementary demand for human-robot interaction. during this paper, compliance management for 
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robot grasping objects is projected. The force/torque of the end effector is measured by a 6-axis force sensing 

element set at the wrist joint. victimization of the projected methodology, it's attainable for the robot automaton to 

understand the item with a tiny low interference force and keep the specified hand's posture. The effectiveness of 

the projected methodology is illustrated through the experiment of object grasping. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

This paper develops an intelligent robotic arm system supported by gesture management. This takes a lot of 

experiment results to show that the right-hand control and management of the robotic arm is completed beneath the 

mixture of system hardware and package. The robotic arm will follow the right-hand arm's up, downswing, left-

right swing motion, palm up-and-down swing, palm left-right flipping motion, and grasping movement through 

gestures. 

 

Surgery is a medical specialty based mostly on manual procedures and applied technical tools to patients, and with 

the advanced technologies, it’s straightforward to perform a patient-assisted golem surgery. The technology 

develops the system of human and machine interaction by creating the golem that helps the physician to perform 

surgery accurately and versatile. There are many areas in the medical field, where the doctor will use assistant 

robots such as Open-Heart Surgery, Ophthalmology, urinary organ surgical process, etc.  

 

During this study, we are aiming toward the employment of the golem in the operating area constitutes an outsized 

part of the successful operation with great accuracy. The objective of this paper is to check the standing of the 

assessment of robot-assisted surgery. During this analysis, we are targeting medical teams and patients. And also 

here suggests that robot-assisted surgical analysis could facilitate working out the amount of expertise of playing 

advanced surgical tasks with the assistance of surgical robots. 

 

Although in its infancy, robotic surgery has established values in areas of accessible standard laparoscopic 

procedures. It has the potential to expand surgical procedure modalities beyond the limits of human ability. Further 

analysis should assess price effectiveness or a real profit over standard medical care for robotic surgery to require 

full root. 

 

Advantages include less scary and also help in faster recovery. It also reduces the loss of healthy tissues and large 

surgical precision. Less blood loss and transfusion is the major advantage along with which less physiological state 

is needed. It also helps in smaller risk of infection and turns cheap for hospitals. 
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